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foreword by our founder and director
graham r taylor…

F

or more than twenty years, Diplomatic Mission Supplies has established itself as one of the most trusted and reliable sources of Procurement and Logistics specialists to the FCO; British Posts; DFID;
BCG and MOD worldwide.

Over the past decade we have specialised in furniture housepacks including sofa sets and mattresses; we are proud to supply through the FCO
contract CPG1512 ensuring we adhere to strict methods of production
icluding timber from sustainable sources; using only CMHR foam and
mattresses to British Standard Crib 5.

Health & Safety issues are constantly referred to as ‘in house’ as we
constantly strive to offer unrivaled support to overseas Missions as we
endeavor to source all manner of products that do not compromise our
environmental beliefs, working with manufacturers and shippers the
support ‘green’ issues worldwide to reduce our Carbon Footprint, including recycled packaging whenever possible.

We have made countless complimentary visits overseas to our clients to
ensure we understand the individual needs of each customer per region
so we can work together as a team committed to serving HM Government, providing the very best of British manufacturing whenever possible, after all, Britain is Great!
Please visit our web site dms-uk.com for further information on our vast
range of products and services we offer as we strive to offer
‘Service Without Boundaries’!

“

We are proud of the reputation and knowledge we
have gained through the personal service we have

”

given to clients in some of the most remote locations

- Graham Taylor

During this time, we have built up an enviable reputation for first class
service delivering superb products at value for money prices for our loyal
and expanding customer base. We have excellent trading relationships
with our carefully chosen business partners enabling us to meet or exceed
customer expectations and this new range of handmade sofa sets reflects
the superb quality synonymous with our name…
Diplomatic Mission Supplies

Graham Taylor

Managing Director

sales@dms-uk.com www.dms-uk.com +44 (0) 1482 210700 @DipMissSuppLtd
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O

ne of the biggest draws our collection has to be the Corner Groups. Each

model has it’s own individual merits, and so we come to the Greek Gods of our
collection, The Atlas.

single

love seat

2 seater

3 seater
The Atlas Collection is a series of corner-groups, sofas, footstools & island units,
and the Apollo armchair. The Atlas group features the highest back of all the

65cm

97cm

128cm

193cm

corner groups, which is very supportive, given the generous 108cm depth of the
Atlas pieces. Even the very tall amongst us, finds this a very comfortable and

RHF

supportive model.
97cm

129cm

160cm

225cm

97cm

129cm

160cm

225cm

LHF

The Atlas features a Saddle arm, which in linen, velvets and textured fabrics,
129cm

161cm

192cm

257cm

gives it a very tailored Italian look. In the casual cord velvets, it looks squashy

corner unit

and inviting, a sofa to spend the long Irish winter’s in. The matching chair for

(107cm)2

the Atlas is the Apollo Armchair. It features the round arm of the Atlas, but
not the saddle arm, as those big-scale arms would overwhelm an armchair. The

all units 100cm high

& 107cm deep

available as storage units

armchair is neater in depth, so it’s a very neat and cozy sit.
sales@dms-uk.com www.dms-uk.com +44 (0) 1482 210700 @DipMissSuppLtd
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f you want something truly relaxing this is your sofa – we liken this to our

favourite pair of slippers & pajamas combo “true comfort” – its like Sunday
Lounging in sofa version. The Montreal can be made the way you want it – as
a sofa or as an L – Shaped Sofa or Corner Group. What people are often looking for is deep comfortable seats that you can relax in, lie back in, sprawl out in
front of the tv, watching a movie, or the big game !
single

love seat

2 seater

3 seater

65cm

97cm

128cm

193cm

If this is what you are looking for, then your search might be over. The sofa ver-

RHF
90cm

153cm

122cm

218cm

sion of the Montreal has square chunky arms and can come with fibre filled seat
cushions (super-soft) or regular foam filled. This sofa and corner group combi-

LHF

nation is the king of every day comfort.
90cm

122cm

153cm

218cm

The Montreal model is made up of different sized components : units with arms
right or left, arm-less pieces, a great chaise unit, and an Island Unit or footstool.
We will help you build the sectional that most suits your space, so whether you

115cm

147cm

178cm

243cm

corner unit

measurements, and we will do the rest ! Also offered with the Montreal Collec-

(107cm)

2

all units 89cm high

& 107cm deep

need a long sofa, an L – Shaped sofa, or even a U – Shaped model, bring us your
tion is a Single Chair, Loveseat, Small Sofa & Large Sofa.

available as storage units

sales@dms-uk.com www.dms-uk.com +44 (0) 1482 210700 @DipMissSuppLtd
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T

he Montreal Chaise Sofa and the Atlas Chaise Sofa have some similarities,

the main one being that they are both 107cm deep, but each model has its own
distinct personality, and there are some subtle differences between Montreal &
Atlas.
The Montreal model has a low, modern look. The arm is slimmer than that of the

montreal chaise

Atlas, and a lot less bulky generally. We find that the flat top of the arm is great
for when you are using your laptop / tablet, or simply using it to rest a cup of tea

RHF CHAISE

LHF CHAISE

If you like the sleeker lines, Montreal may be the Chaise Sofa you go for.
The Atlas has a bigger presence in a room, due to the big saddle arms, and the
higher back cushion. It isn’t often you’ll get a high backed chaise sofa, and the
Atlas is so comfortable, and for some people, the feature of the higher back is a
real plus.

montreal chaise

Chaise units 216cm long & 107cm deep

at l a s c h a i s e
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e based the design of this model on feedback from customers. Some

wanted a neat corner group, some wanted a corner group on legs and other
wanted something with a slightly more traditional arm that didnt take up too

68cm

much sitting space. We’re sure you’ll agree that we have managed to tick every

2 seater

Single

box here.

119cm

93cm

93cm

114cm

114cm

134cm

184cm

158cm

158cm

180cm

180cm

corner
chair

The Aslan model takes its arm from the popular Ascot Model – it is a scroll arm
but with a more contemporary finish. It has a capped-on arm, which means that

corner

the front of the arm has a flat floated finish, and crisp piping around the edge of
88cm

155cm

88cm

155cm

the arm. The arms are neat, so they don’t “take over” your room, and the Aslan
sports attractive turned legs, with or without castors.

3 seater

This corner group can be made up in a size to suit your room. Bring your mea209cm

251cm

surements and we will help you plan for the space you have. See also our Ascot
246cm

246cm

Sofa in Sofas & Chairs. The Aslan offers a clean & fresh look, and is very effective
when upholstered in plain & textured-plain fabrics, or in a nice modern airy flo-

224cm
all units 107cm high

224cm

& 96cm deep

220cm

220cm

ral, indeed, any fabric you wish to choose.
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T

he Como was named after the famous Lake Como in Italy. It is renowned as a

popular retreat for aristocrats and wealthy people since Roman times, and a tourist
attraction with many artistic and cultural gems. The lake is narrow and sleek and bends
almost at 90° just like our Como Corner Group. With its contemporary high and narrow arms with accompanying side bolster, this model offers you a neat corner group
with the comfort of any of our sofas.

Sin87cm

68cm

2 seater

136cm

108cm

87m

155cm

It can be bespoke made to suit your room. We offer this model as a 2 piece solution
unlike some of our other corner groups which come as 3 pieces. This makes the Como
155cm

178cm

Corner Group our most affordable. It comes with 4 complimentary scatter cushions
and side bolsters on the arms. Because this corner group was so popular we designed
a sofa version as well. Please have a look at it in our Sofa & Chairs Section.

3 seater

all units 91cm high

204cm

223cm

223cm

243cm

& 94cm deep
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W

hen you can see under a sofa or a chair, it fools the eye into believing

that room space is bigger. One of the tricks that Interior designers use, is to have
a sofa on legs , rather than a base that sits almost on the ground.

229cm

165cm

This is one of the details that makes the
Nolan sofa with (or without) chaise a
chaise end
width
depth
height

(cm) (inches)
229
90
94
37
90
35

85cm

popular choice. The Nolan arms are tidy
love seat
width
depth

small sofa
width
depth
height

(cm) (inches)
163
65
94
37
90
35

height

(cm) (inches)
122
48
94
37
90
35

& streamlined, and with the depth being only 94cm / 37”, it is an ideal sofa
for anyone who has a neater space to
furnish, or some who simply finds a lot
of models to be too deep.
This model is contemporary and neat at the same time, perfect for more informal rooms. The Nolan comes as a Large Sofa, Small Sofa, Loveseat, Armchair,

large sofa
width
depth
height

(cm) (inches)
229
90
94
37
90
35

Island Unit & Footstool, and of course the option of adding a chaise to either
end allows this sofa to become your very own napping fortress.

sales@dms-uk.com www.dms-uk.com +44 (0) 1482 210700 @DipMissSuppLtd
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diplomatic mission supplies has established itself over the last

years as a

leading specialist procurement and logistics company . we are a trusted supplier
of diplomatic posts worldwide for bespoke representational and family domes tic furniture , soft furnishings , flooring solutions , home office furniture and
seating plans for waiting rooms and offices .

contact us
sales

&

contracts :

operations

&

+44 (0) 1482 820114

logistics : +44 (0) 1482 210700

accounts :

+44 (0) 1482 210760

24H rs :

+44 (0) 7798702438

email :

sales @ dms - uk . com

website :

www . dms - uk . com

twitter :

@D ip M iss S upp L td

address
diplomatic mission supplies ltd .
sales and distribution centre
unit

7

hamburg road
hull
hu 7 oae

